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The sole remaining member of the most famous shifter hunter family in history, Owen Nightingale is a mercenary and a man with a
secret held in his closely guarded heart, but when a beautiful rare shifter catches his eye and offers him a job, he has the feeling
he’ll be the one paying for helping her—with his heart. Cait is in a spot of trouble with a capital T. A male hellcat has set his sights
on claiming her and she’s one kitty who doesn’t want a collar. When she meets a dark, alluring and mysterious hunter, she sees
a chance to rid herself of the male, but the price Owen sets and the fierce passion that burns white-hot between them lures her
dangerously under his seductive spell. Can Owen discover the true intent of the male hellcat and stop Cait from falling into his
hands? And can Cait retain control as the heat of desire burns between her and Owen, or will a reckless moment seal both of their
fates forever? If you like Kresley Cole's Immortals After Dark, Sherrilyn Kenyon's Dark-Hunters and Larissa Ione's Demonica
world, you won't be able to put down the addictive Eternal Mates series of fated mate romances packed with dark elves, vampires,
shifters, demons, angels, witches and fae in a huge detailed world that will leave you breathless! Step into a passionate, lush, and
powerful paranormal romance series from a New York Times and USA Today Best-Selling Paranormal Romance Author of over
60 books... Paranormal Romance Books in the Eternal Mates Series Book 1: Kissed by a Dark Prince Book 2: Claimed by a
Demon King Book 3: Tempted by a Rogue Prince Book 4: Hunted by a Jaguar Book 5: Craved by an Alpha Book 6: Bitten by a
Hellcat Book 7: Taken by a Dragon Book 8: Marked by an Assassin Book 9: Possessed by a Dark Warrior Book 10: Awakened by
a Demoness Book 11: Haunted by the King of Death Book 12: Turned by a Tiger Book 13: Tamed by a Tiger Book 14: Treasured
by a Tiger Book 15: Unchained by a Forbidden Love Book 16: Avenged by an Angel Book 17: Seduced by a Demon King Book 18:
Scorched by Darkness Book 19: Inflamed by an Incubus - Coming Soon! ... next book in the Eternal Mates paranormal romance
series coming soon!
When Ally embarks on a night of Halloween fun, she envisions herself escaping reality at one of the trendiest nightclubs in town.
Armed with her girlfriends, Ally is having the time of her life. When, unexpectedly, she finds herself drawn to a mysterious stranger.
His sensuous lips smiles at her, and he leans casually against the bar. Beckoning. She was mesmerized; Her friends, not as
much. There was something peculiar about him. Yet, despite her friends' objections, Ally follows him towards the back, and out the
door. Standing in a dim alley, her heart racing, she pursues him, and soon realizes that her world will never be quite the same
again.
Known for its readability, portability, and global perspectives, Holcomb and Ashcraft’s Pediatric Surgery remains the most
comprehensive, up-to-date, single-volume text in its field. As technology and techniques continue to evolve, the 7th Edition
provides state-of-the-art coverage—both in print and on video—of the full range of general surgical and urological problems in
infants, children, and adolescents, equipping you to achieve optimal outcomes for every patient. Provides authoritative, practical
coverage to help you implement today’s best evidence-based open and minimally invasive techniques, with guidance from
internationally recognized experts in the field. Features more than 1,000 high-quality images depicting the visual nuances of
surgery for the full range of pediatric and urologic conditions you’re likely to see. Delivers comprehensive updates throughout
including the latest advances in managing Inguinal Hernias and Hydroceles; Imperforate Anus and Cloacal Malformations;
Hirschsprung Disease; Duodenal and Intestinal Atresia and Stenosis; Esophageal Atresia; and more.
A collection of Regency shifter novellas, books 1-3. Bite-sized, delicious interconnected tales of romance and suspense, involving
werewolves, werebears, and werefoxes. This is a sweet romance collection with a low heat level. _________ Turned: A werewolf
love story A loveless marriage. A werewolf curse. In the rainy land of Grayton, Bernard and Charlotte Preston lead separate lives.
An arranged marriage has left them with plenty of money and a cold relationship. She craves social esteem--while she wishes for
the love her marriage has never contained. Bernard is an alchemist who is desperately seeking a cure for the werewolf curse. Yet
he, too, is plagued by loneliness and a wistful admiration for his distant wife. When the werewolves attack Lyedyn City the night of
the Spring Ball, Bernard and Charlotte together fall under the curse. Retaining only their sanity, they flee the wolf hunters and hide
deep in the forest. Now, hungry and afraid, the estranged couple work together to survive ... and even as their love blossoms, evil
forces work to ensure that they never leave the woods. ______ The Bramblewood Werebear Jennie Walden is a young woman
who has written papers for natural science journals, and has corresponded with a fellow naturalist, Oliver Gunnersen, for years.
When Oliver proposes long distance, Jennie travels to Oliver's home at Bramblewood Estate to wed her mysterious friend. She is
astonished at his size and physical strength, yet his adorable shyness remains, if she can see past his imposing exterior. Oliver
has kept his bear form secret from Jennie, fearful that if she knew that he was a monster, she would flee. But the werewolves of
the neighboring city of Grayton have emerged to mingle with the populace. A certain pack has begun threatening him and the
treasure he protects on the Bramblewood land. The werewolves know that he cannot tolerate another shifter in his territory ... and
threaten to turn Jennie. Now Jennie must choose whether to flee, or whether to stick with this bear-man she has grown to love
from a distance. The time is coming when their very survival depends on the love of the other. ______ Outfoxing the Wolf Rowena
Haywood is an orphaned alchemist who is struggling to make ends meet in the werewolf nation of Grayton. She and her brother
Andrew harbor a secret: although they were bitten, they cannot transform. When Rowena is summoned to the mage school by
Prince Laurence Grayton himself, she becomes a werefox, and hunted by the wolves, who believe her to be a threat. Arrogant
Prince Laurence seeks to break the werewolf curse upon his people. When Rowena becomes a creature he has never seen, he
takes responsibility for her protection. Despite his scorn for women, he is attracted to Rowena's quick wit and intelligence--and she
to him. Now Rowena and Laurence must use all their cunning to outwit the crown prince Henry, who plots to use the werefox to
start a war. Can a fox outsmart a wolf--and perhaps learn to love one?
Australia’s venomous snakes are widely viewed as the world’s most deadly and are regarded with cautious curiosity, fascination
and, regrettably, fear. Australia’s Dangerous Snakes examines the biology, natural history, venom properties and bite treatment of
medically important venomous marine and terrestrial snakes. It contains comprehensive identification profiles for each species,
supported by keys and photographs. In addition to their medical importance, the environmental roles of these snakes and the
threats that are causing the decline of many of these reptiles are discussed. Drawing on the authors’ experience in the fields of
herpetology, toxinology and clinical medicine, this book stimulates respect and admiration and dispels fear of Australia’s
fascinating snakes. Australia’s Dangerous Snakes will provide hours of rewarding reading and valuable information for anyone
interested in Australia’s unique wildlife and natural history, and will be an essential reference for herpetologists, toxinologists,
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physicians, zoo personnel and private snake collectors.
Mercy Thompson, car mechanic and shapeshifter, faces a threat unlike any other in this thrilling entry in the #1 New York Times bestselling
series. I am Mercedes Athena Thompson Hauptman. My only "superpowers" are that I turn into a thirty-five pound coyote and fix
Volkswagens. But I have friends in odd places and a pack of werewolves at my back. It looks like I'm going to need them. Centuries ago, the
fae dwelt in Underhill--until she locked her doors against them. They left behind their great castles and troves of magical artifacts. They
abandoned their prisoners and their pets. Without the fae to mind them, those creatures who remained behind roamed freely through
Underhill wreaking havoc. Only the deadliest survived. Now one of those prisoners has escaped. It can look like anyone, any creature it
chooses. But if it bites you, it controls you. It lives for chaos and destruction. It can make you do anything--even kill the person you love the
most. Now it is here, in the Tri-Cities. In my territory. It won't, can't, remain. Not if I have anything to say about it.
Traditional Ojibwe uses of over 200 forest and prairie plants.
BittenPlume
The Moon Shadow Series Boxed Set contains the first three novels in the urban fantasy series: Under Witch Moon, Under Witch Aura, Under
Witch Curse. Under Witch Moon: When dead bodies start turning up Adriel has no choice but to talk to White Feather, an undercover cop.
Unfortunately, Adriel is a witch and White Feather isn't convinced she's innocent of wrongdoing. She's going to have to talk fast--and set
spells even faster if she expects to survive. Under Witch Aura: There’s an ill wind blowing, and it’s touching every witch Adriel knows,
including White Feather, who is far more important to Adriel than just any warlock. Adriel will do what she must to keep those she loves safe,
but if she lures the enemy away, will she be able to save herself? Her only hope is to use earth magic to hide from the very air she breathes
as she hunts down an untenable evil. Under Witch Curse: Zandy, the wily coyote, is back in town, and he’s out for blood. Someone had
better find him fast because the body count is rising. With White Feather to help, Adriel expects life to get easier, but the relationship comes
with surprises. This time, Adriel might just need more than solid ground beneath her feet and the wind at her back.
Now available in a fully revised and updated second edition, this well established textbook provides a straightforward introduction to the
theory of probability. The presentation is entertaining without any sacrifice of rigour; important notions are covered with the clarity that the
subject demands. Topics covered include conditional probability, independence, discrete and continuous random variables, basic
combinatorics, generating functions and limit theorems, and an introduction to Markov chains. The text is accessible to undergraduate
students and provides numerous worked examples and exercises to help build the important skills necessary for problem solving.

"Bitten by Twilight presents us with an enlightened look into the world of vampires, werewolves, and fan culture and
romance narratives. The editors and contributors to this book appreciate the significance of the stories, movies, and
artifacts as a culturally gendered phenomenon and present a variety of lenses through which to appreciate this popular
franchise."---Norma Pecora, Author of The Business of Children's Entertainment; Professor, School of Media Arts and
Studies, Ohio University. -Zoonotic diseases constitute a public health problem throughout the world. Addressing a little studied area of veterinary
and medical science, this book covers the viruses, bacteria and protozoan and helminth parasites that are transmitted
between man and dogs, discussing population management, control disease agents and human-dog relationships. Fully
updated throughout, this new edition also includes two new chapters on benefits of the human-dog relationship and noninfectious disease issues with dogs. It is a valuable resource for researchers and students of veterinary and human
medicine, microbiology, parasitology and public health.
THE FIRST NOVEL IN THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING OTHERWORLD SERIES. “Frisky...Tells a rather
sweet love story, and suggests that being a wolf may be more comfortable for a strong, smart woman than being
human.”—The New York Times Book Review Elena Michaels is the world’s only female werewolf. And she’s tired of it.
Tired of a life spent hiding and protecting, a life where her most important job is hunting down rogue werewolves. Tired of
a world that not only accepts the worst in her–her temper, her violence—but requires it. Worst of all, she realizes she’s
growing content with that life, with being that person. So she left the Pack and returned to Toronto where she’s trying to
live as a human. When the Pack leader calls asking for her help fighting a sudden uprising, she only agrees because she
owes him. Once this is over, she’ll be squared with the Pack and free to live life as a human. Which is what she wants.
Really.
This box set includes books 4-6 in the Bitten by Love series: A Vampire Wedding, Biting the Curse, and Finding the
Perfect Mate. A Vampire Wedding: Sarah wants to elope. John wants to show her off. When they choose Las Vegas as
their venue, the fun begins. Biting the Curse: Janie has a problem with men: they die on her. Then she meets and falls for
Sam. Can the vampire break her curse or is he destined to die, too? Finding the Perfect Mate: Perry doesn’t date
vampires. Then he meets Mandy. She’s everything he desires, just in the wrong package: a vampire. Is this his only
chance at love?
For the ten generations since the evil first came to Woodcutter's Grim, the Guardians have sworn an oath to protect the
town from the childhood horrors that lurk in the black woods. Without them, the town would be defenseless...and the
terrors would escape to the world at large. Woodcutter's Grim Series, Volume I (Classic Tales of Horror Retold) is a
compilation of the first three novellas in the series and The Final Chapter. Including: Papa (Book 1) {romantic horror} A
wickedly horrifying rendering of the classic children's story "Hansel and Gretel", in which modern revenge is served up
sweet... Less than a year after Randall Park left his family for elementary school teacher, Amy, the unthinkable
happens--his ex-wife and two children are killed in a car accident. Ever since the accident, Amy has had terrible
nightmares in which Rand's son and daughter return to exact revenge on their father and Amy herself (the wicked stepmother) for abandoning them. When Rand convinces her to come away with him for a healing respite to an isolated cabin
in the woods, Amy's guilt-filled nightmares turn into pure horror. Blood of Amethyst (Book 2) {romantic horror} A bloodcurdling answer as to why the childhood-nightmare creature Rumpelstiltskin so wanted a child of his own... Amethyst
Phillip's father--her only family--disappears in Woodcutter's Grim's evil woods. Town Sheriff and Guardian Gabe Reece
sends out a search party and eventually they find the body, completely drained of blood. A devastated Amethyst refuses
to do anything but carry on all by herself in the isolated area she grew up. But something strange is happening, and Gabe
realizes it every time he drops by to check on the woman who's held his heart for long years. She's grown pale, cold.
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She's sleeping all the time, waking only in the night, when her taste for blood overwhelms her. Then Gabe becomes
aware that something in the woods is calling to her, something that's stealing her life... Gabe will face his deadliest foe
yet when the woman he loves falls prey to a nameless creature who wants her very soul. Dancing to the Grave (Book 3)
{romantic horror} Loosely based on "The Pied Piper of Hamelin". The children of Woodcutter's Grim are changing...and
only one person, music teacher Diane Anders, realizes the truth. Can she and her husband, Kurt Jones, a member of the
ancient lineage of the Protectorate's Chosen Seven, save them and the future of their town? The Amethyst Tower (The
Final Chapter) {romantic time-travel horror} Loosely based on "Rapunzel". The isolated maiden meets her knight in a timetraveler who's come into the future to rescue her from the Warlock Lord holding her captive in the amethyst tower. Where
else but in the fairy-tale-horror town of Woodcutter's Grim?
In this new monograph, author Debra Dudek defines a new era of vampire texts in which vampires have moved from their iconic
dark, feared, often seductive figure lingering in alleys, to the beloved and morally sensitive vampire winning the affections of teen
protagonists throughout pop culture. Dudek takes a close look at three hugely-popular vampire series for young adults, drawing
parallels between the TV series Buffy the Vampire Slayer, the Twilight Saga novels/films, and The Vampire Diaries TV series/book
series. By defining a new era of vampire texts and situating these three series within this transition, The Beloved Does Not Bite
signals their significance and lays the groundwork for future scholarship on the flourishing genre of paranormal romances for
young adults.
I've been fighting it all night. I'm going to lose ... Nature wins out. It always does.' Elena Michaels didn't know that her lover Clay
was a werewolf until he bit her, changing her life forever. Betrayed and furious, she cannot accept her transformation, and wants
nothing to do with her Pack - a charismatic group of fellow werewolves who say they want to help. When a series of brutal murders
threatens the Pack - and Clay - Elena is forced to make an impossible choice. Abandon the only people who truly understand her
new nature, or help them to save the lover who ruined her life, and who still wants her back at any cost.
Supernatural nuisances are easy to exterminate, but in Wicked Grove, magic runs wild. As operatives of the elite Wicked Grove
Supernatural Regulatory Agency, three fiercely independent and unstoppable siblings, Amy, Jay, and Craig, know the risks that
come with the job. Get contaminated by one of the magicals, and youre screwed.
She didn't believe werewolves were real......until she was attacked.Can Jade come to terms with her new shifter life?For as long as
she could remember, she wanted to go to Uni and study law. When she got bitten, everything changed. Jade's not ready to accept
her new reality, but she had better come to terms quickly, because it's her only way out.There are rules at the shifter
academy.They'll keep her locked up if needed.Facing the realities of her new life, her strange powers, and the fact that she's more
prisoner than student, Jade has some tough decisions to make. What she doesn't know, though, is that there's something sinister
going on.People are in danger.Another gets bitten.The adventure has just begun.You'll love this new Shifter Academy series,
because every young woman has a hero inside of her she didn't know existed.Get it now.
This box set includes the first three book in the Bitten By Love series: My Sunny Vampire; Bite Me, I'm Yours; and Blind
Temptation. My Sunny Vampire: Sunny didn’t believe in vampires. Now she is one. Could the vampire who turned her be the one
she’s falling for? Bite Me, I’m Yours: Finding out John is a vampire is scary, but Sarah's learned not all monsters have fangs.
Blind Temptation: Victoria is a 400 year-old vampire who looks 17 and falls for Ben, a 39 year-old teacher who is blind. How long
can she pretend to be mortal?

Danger stalks her, but an unexpected alliance with a sexy Spec Ops soldier could be the key to saving not just her life,
but the safety of the world as we know it. She’s a cop, unprepared for what she finds in an abandoned building… When
police officer Sarah Petit investigates a disturbance in an abandoned building, she expects to find a few underage
drinkers. Instead, she’s attacked by creatures straight out of a horror movie. He’s a soldier, inescapably attracted to his
latest recruit… Waking a week later in a hospital, Sarah is recruited by Special Forces soldier Captain Xavier Beauvoir.
The so-called zombies who attacked Sarah are the result of military research gone terrifyingly wrong, and Sarah’s
immunity to the virus makes her the perfect person to help Xavier eradicate them. But his smooth Cajun accent, whiskeycolored eyes, and dizzying kiss are risky to her in a very different way. Together, they’ll face danger, and find love…
Sarah attracts danger like a magnet—and the smart, fearless cop attracts Xavier too, instilling a soul-deep need in him.
Enlisting her aid is a necessary gamble, but vicious undead creatures are not the only enemy they face. And the only way
to keep each other safe is to trust in an instant connection that could be their greatest strength—or the perfect way to
destroy them both… Praise for Bianca D’Arc “…the story grabs you and then doesn't let you go.” – GoodReads reviewer
on Once Bitten, Twice Dead “I thought it was very cool and creepy the way Bianca built her military world around the
zombie outbreak... Very different! Nice job!” – Author Lisa Kessler on Once Bitten, Twice Dead “It is fast paced and full
of action. One of the best I've read…” – Amazon reviewer on Once Bitten, Twice Dead “…what a great find! I like a touch
of sci-fi-fantasy with a little science and romance mixed in. This was good for all three… Excellent read.” – Amazon
reviewer on Once Bitten, Twice Dead Read the complete Guardians of the Dark series: 1. Simon Says 2. Once Bitten 3.
Smoke on the Water 4. Night Shade 5. Shadow Play
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